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Abstract
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two parts. First, we build a model of how experiences are sorted into categories and how categorization affects decision making. Second, in a series of
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less accurate predictions when confronted with such objects. This can result
in discrimination against minority groups even when there is no malevolent
taste for discrimination.
JEL classi cation numbers: D10, D80, J15, J71, I30
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“People will be prejudiced so long as they continue to think.” Billig
(1985, p.81)
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Introduction

People categorize others in order to effectively navigate their way through the
world of murky social interactions and exchange. The distinguished social psychologist Gordon Allport memorably noted, “the human mind must think with
the aid of categories. We cannot possibly avoid this process. Orderly living depends upon it.” Indeed, there is a long tradition in social psychology that treats
certain biases such as stereotyping and prejudice as inevitable consequences of
categorization (for example, see Allport (1954), Hamilton (1981), Tajfel (1969),
or Fiske (1998) for a recent review). Ideas of categorical thinking and stereotyping have been at the forefront of social psychology for ve decades (Macrae and
Bodenhausen, 2002, Markman and Gentner, 2001), but their potential has yet to
be realized in many other social sciences (e.g., economics and sociology). This is
due, in part, to the lack of formal models linking categorization to social decision
making.
This paper builds a model of cognition centered on the basic principle that
humans process information with the aid of categories; providing a link between
categorization and social decision making. A short synopsis of our approach is as
follows. We construct a model where a decision maker stores past experiences in a
nite set of bins or “categories.” The central idea is that the number of categories is
limited, and so the decision maker is forced to group heterogeneous experiences
in the same category. The decision maker then forms prototypes for prediction
based on some aggregate memory or statistic from each category. When encountering a new situation, the decision maker matches the current situation to the most
analogous category, and then makes predictions based on the prototype from that
category.
Our main focus is on “optimal” categorizations, which we de ne to be ones
that minimize the sum across categories of within category variation. We show
that under some mild conditions this is equivalent to categorizing in a way that
maximizes expected utility. An optimal solution to this problem necessarily lumps
less frequent types of experiences into categories that end up being more heterogeneous. An important implication being that interactions with minority groups,
which for most decision makers are necessarily less frequent due to the minority
nature of the group, will generally be sorted more coarsely into categories than

interactions with larger groups. We establish this in a series of results that partly
characterize an optimal categorization, and we show how the categorization of
objects depends on relative frequencies and some measure of distance between
objects.
We are unable to prove general results about optimal categorizations, and this
failure is itself informative. Dif culties arise due to the fact that the types of comparative statics that one might expect (under an optimal categorization, increasing
the number of experiences of a certain type would lead those experiences to be
categorized in a way that would lead to more accurate predictions about those experiences, e.g.) can only be obtained under special assumptions. For instance, the
exact opposite can occur, even with large numbers of experiences! To the extent
that individuals process information with the aid of categories, our results point
out that people's decision making can be very unpredictable, and subject to high
volatility even within a given individual as their experiences change.
We think of our contribution in two parts. The rst is developing a model of
how experiences are sorted into categories and how categorization biases decision
making. The second is developing implications of this in speci c social contexts.
For instance, in a labor example, minorities will not be as nely sorted based on
their investments in human capital. This in turn provides minorities with less of
an incentive to invest in human capital, which then further reinforces the coarse
sorting. And those minorities who have invested are still not viewed on equal
footing with others who have made similar investments.
We are certainly not the rst to provide a model of categorization. There is
a rich literature on categorization, and a number of models that have been developed for use in analyzing data to understand how categorization works (for
example, Ashby and Maddox, 1993; Ashby and Waldron, 1999, McKinley and
Nosofsky, 1995; Reed, 1972; Rosseel, 2002). The novelty of our analysis is that
it is the rst to provide a model for which one can prove results regarding the
properties of optimal categorization; and in particular, showing that it necessarily
implies differential treatment of groups based on their size. This model is thus
particularly well-suited to use in analyzing how categorization results in speci c
and predictable biases in decision making.
Before moving to a full description of the categorization model and our results,
we present three stark examples that preview some of the ideas, intuitions, and
subtleties in the general modeling.
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Three Examples

For pedagogical purposes, we begin with a simple example that illustrates some
basic ideas of categorization.
Example 1 A Simple Labor Market Example
Consider a population of employers and a population of workers. The population of workers consists of 90 percent “white” workers and 10 percent “black”
workers. Thus, the black workers are the “minority” group. Workers come in two
human capital levels: high and low. So, overall, workers come in four avors:
black-high, black-low, white-high, and white-low. Black and white workers are
both just as likely to be of high human capital levels as low. We can represent a
worker's type by a vector in f0; 1g2 , where (0; 0) represents black-low, (0; 1) represents black-high, (1; 0) represents white-low, and (1; 1) represents white-high.
Let us suppose that an employer has fewer categories available in her memory
than there are types of people in the world, and start by examining the case where
the employer has three categories available. Suppose also that the employer has
interacted with workers in the past roughly in proportion to their presence in the
population.
How might the employer sort the past types that s/he has interacted with into
the categories? Let us suppose that this is done in a way so that the objects (experiences with types of past workers in this case) in the categories are as similar as
possible. To be more explicit, let us assume that the objects are sorted to minimize
the sum across categories of the total variation about the mean from each category.
For instance, consider a case where the employer has previously interacted with
100 workers in proportion to their presence in the population. So the employer
has interacted with 5 workers of type (0,0); 5 of type (0,1); 45 of type (1,0) and 45
of type (1,1). Let us assign these to three categories. The most obvious way, and
the unique way to minimize the sum across categories of the total variation about
the mean from each category, is to put all of the type (1,1)'s in one category, all
of the type (1,0)'s in another category, and all of (0, )'s in the third category. This
means that the white workers end up perfectly sorted, but the black workers end
up only sorted by race and not by their human capital level!
To get an idea of why this is the optimal sorting, let us examine the total variation (within-categories) that it generates, and compare it to some other possible
assignments to categories, as illustrated in Table 1.

The variation in category 1 (all (1,1)'s) is 0, the variation in category 2 (all
(1,0))'s is 0, and the variation in category 3 (containing 5 (0,0) and 5 (0,1))
is 10 12 , for a total variation of 5; where the distance between either type (0,0)
or (0,1) and the category 3 average of (0, 12 ) is 12 . To see why this leads to the
least variation, consider another assignment of objects to categories where the low
human capital types were all assigned to one category and the high human capital
types were sorted into two categories (by race). Here the variation in category 1
(all (1,1)'s) is 0, the variation in category 2 (all (0,1))'s is 0, and the variation in
category 3 (containing 45 (1,0) and 5 (0,0)) is 45 :1 and 5 .9 for a total
variation of 9 (noting that the average in that category is (.9,0)). In total, objects
are further from their category means in the second assignment. This gives us an
idea of how categorization can lead to a sorting where some group members are
more coarsely sorted than others. Note, it is in particular minority group members
that are more coarsely sorted, due to their lower frequency in the population. 1
Once we couple this with the observation that prototypes are important in
forming expectations, discrimination results. Under the optimal categorization,
the prototype for the third category is the average of that category of (0; 12 ). This
prototype works against the high human capital blacks, as the expectation from
1 This

is consistent with the experimental evidence in social psychology and cognitive neuroscience that agents tend to categorize others by race (Brewer, 1988; Bruner, 1957; Fiske and
Neuberg, 1990).

the prototype of their category is lower than their type. This is due to the fact that
the mind of the employer has stored them in a category that we can label “black”
rather than “black-high”. This can result in high human capital blacks not being
hired for positions that require high human capital levels, and also in offers of
wages that are below their productivity levels.
Our initial curiosity in the workings of categorization was motivated in thinking about how people's preferences manifest themselves in discriminatory behavior. Rather than simply assume preferences for one's own type, the model we
develop here provides a foundation in which such behavior might emerge and
persist over time.2 The discrimination that emerges from our model is not malevolent, nor is it derived from some primitive preference or taste for one's own race.
It is the result of a minority population being sorted more coarsely due to the categorical way in which experiences are stored. This also contrasts with statistical
discrimination since it is not a multiple equilibrium phenomenon where it could
equally as well be the majority that is discriminated against, but rather it results
from an inherent bias against minority interactions in the process of categorization
of human memory, even when quali cations are fully observable.
Some Evidence on Coarse Sorting of Minorities from Audits on Resumés
A small literature using audit studies involving resumés (Jowell and PrescottClarke 1970, Hubbick and Carter 1980, Brown and Gay 1985, Bertrand and Mullainathan 2003) provides evidence for a coarser sorting of blacks by employers,
which closely mirrors the above examples. These studies send resumes of ctitious applicants to potential employers. The main difference between the two
resumés is that on one resumé the applicant has a distinctively black name and
on the other the applicant has a traditionally white name. Such studies repeatedly
have found that resumés with white names are substantially more likely to lead to
job interviews than the identical resumés with distinctively black names. In terms
of our example, the name represents the rst attribute – broken down as white or
black – and the rest of the content on a resumé corresponds to the second attribute,
human capital. Further, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2003) show that the gap in
call back rates between blacks and whites are larger among higher levels of skill
2 There

are two main theories of discrimination in the economics literature: one attributed to
a “taste” for discrimination (e.g., Becker (1957)); and one based on an informational asymmetry
between a principal (employer, creditor, etc.) and an agent (worker, borrower, etc.) (e.g., Arrow
(1973)). There are many papers in the literatures on discrimination that have followed the seminal contributions of Becker (1957) and Arrow (1973). See Fryer (2002a) for a recent review of
theoretical models of discrimination in the economics literature.

and education. This is the precise prediction that comes out of our example and
model.
A Remark on Endogenizing Human Capital
The example might seem to be ambiguous in terms of the outcomes for blacks,
as the black-lows are bene ting from being stored as “black” rather than “blacklow”.3 However, let us now go one step further and endogenize the decision to
acquire human capital. Given that blacks expect to be categorized as “black”, they
have less incentive to invest in high levels of human capital since such investments
are under-appreciated by employers. Hence, this can lead to lower investment
rates in human capital by minority group members. So, in the end we end up with
more “black-low” types in the black population.4
The idea of a feedback from discrimination to human capital investment is
well-developed in Lundberg and Startz (1983), who build off of discrimination
due to racially biased tests (a type of bias analyzed by Phelps (1972)). As such
feedback effects are well understood, we will contain our analysis to the cognitive
model.
Example 2 Social Interactions and Expected Utility in the Labor Market Example
There are two key pieces missing from Example 1. First, why do people keep
track of race at all? Second, why does the decision maker want to categorize in
a manner that minimizes the total variation? A straightforward extension of the
above example provides answers to both of these questions.
Suppose that there are two types of interaction in an employer's life: “social”
and “economic.” For social interactions, correctly assessing a person's race or culture is important, while in economic interactions the human capital attribute is the
most relevant. Consider the following thought experiment. Suppose the employer
has past objects categorized as in the rst example. The employer then meets a
new object in either a social or economic setting. The probability of it being a
social setting is denoted ps and the probability of it being an economic setting
3 It

is not clear that one bene ts from being over-estimated. There are two reasons. First, one
may be thought to be overquali ed for a particular job. Second, there are cost to being assigned to
a job that is above one's level of expertise.
4 More generally, the effects of coarse sorting depend on the context. For instance, one might
have a “Kennedy Coattail Effect” where being categorized as a “Kennedy” leads to certain perceptions about one's political capital (thanks to Colin Camerer for this example).

is pe .5 The employer then matches the new object most closely to a category.
This might happen in any of a number of ways, which are all equivalent for the
purposes of this example. The employer might match this object to the category
which contains the most objects of this type, or to the category whose vector of
average characteristics is closest to this object. Once the object is matched to a
category, the employer's prediction of what to expect is made based on the average
experience from that category in the past. The payoff to the employer from the
interaction depends on how closely the employer's prediction matches the actual
object, weighted by some factor which captures the marginal impact of a correct
versus incorrect prediction on the employer's utility.
Let us make this more concrete by revisiting Example 1 in some detail. Let Vs
be the marginal utility of a correct (versus incorrect) prediction in social setting,
and let Ve be the corresponding marginal utility in an economic setting. If an object
has attributes (0; 1) and is matched to a category with average attribute ( 12 ; 1), then
the prediction will be have an error in distance 12 in the social dimension and 0 in
the economic dimension. In that case, the payoff would be 12 Vs if it turns out that
this is a social interaction and would be Ve if it turns out that this is an economic
interaction. Based on this, we can develop the following expected utilities for the
two most pertinent categorizations from Example 1.
First, consider the expected payoff to the “race-based” categorization (i.e., the
categorization in which the employer assigns whites to different categories than
blacks, and then subdivides whites into different categories by human capital).
The expected utility is
psVs 100 + peVe (90 + 10(:5)) = psVs 100 + peVe 95:
Next, consider the expected payoff to the “human capital” categorization (i.e. the
categorization in which employer assigns high human capital types to different
categories than low human capital, and then subdivides one of the two human
capital levels into different categories by race). The expected utility is
psVs (50 + 45(:9) + 5(:1)) + peVe 100 = psVs 91 + peVe 100:
Thus, sorting by human capital is better than the sorting by race if and only if
peVe > 1:8psVs . Therefore, the expected economic payoff needs to dominate the
expected social payoff by a factor of almost two in a situation with numbers as
5 We

don't need to have these sum to one, as it may be that some settings are both social and
economic.

in this example, before it becomes worthwhile to sort primarily based on the economic attribute.
We are now poised to answer the questions posited at the beginning of this example. First, categorization and memory are used for many tasks. If keeping track
of race is useful in one venue of one's life, it can have spillovers to other venues.6
Second, if psVs is similar to peVe ; then minimizing the variance is equivalent to
maximizing expected utility.
Let us make one last remark about the example. There are pro ts to be had if
one employer is able to overcome their categorical bias while others do not.7 The
question is whether there are suf ciently many employers who overcome such
cognitive bias to give incentives to minority group members to make ef cient investments in education and human capital. This point mirrors that developed by
Becker (1957) in a model with tastes for race. If there are frictions in the market, for instance any search costs in nding employment, having some unbiased
employers around might not be suf cient to induce ef cient investment in human
capital by minorities. A few cognitively biased employers could tilt hiring in favor
of majority group members.
Example 3 Beyond Cognition: A Marketing Example
The categorization of objects into different groups arises in a variety of areas
ranging from computer science to marketing. Understanding optimal categorizations and how minority objects are grouped, potentially has implications in such
applications as well.8
Consider an advertiser who will produce n different advertisements. A consumer is represented by a list of attributes, possibly including demographic information, tastes, consumption patterns, television watching behavior, price sensitivity, etc. Suppose the advertiser organizes the consumers into n categories to
minimize the total of within category variation. Based on prototypes from the different categories, an advertiser might then adjust its message to best communicate
or sell its product, to the extent that it can target its message to speci c categories.
6 There

is substantial experimental evidence that individuals tend to keep track of other's race.
See, for instance, Hart et. al., (2000) and Phelps et. al., (2000), though there is evidence that this
may be context dependent (see Wheeler and Fiske (2002)).
7 But note that non-discriminating employers may need to borrow from a discriminating banker
who might view a diverse workforce as having lower human capital. Thus, pro ts from overcoming a categorical bias are not so obvious.
8 Thank you to Josh Angrist and Tom Palfrey for, independently, pointing this out.

While this description is very super cial, it is still clear that the potential for the
model extends beyond cognition.
Consider a situation where n is three and there are also three different attributes. Thus, there are 8 different types of consumers. Suppose that there exist
400 consumers with attributes (1,1,1); 400 with (1,1,0); 4 with (1,0,1); 4 with
(1,0,0); 100 with (0,1,1); 100 with (0,1,0); 1 with (0,0,1); and 1 with (0,0,0), as
in Table 2. The rst attribute can be interpreted as gender, the second as human
capital, and the third as race. So, there are 400 male, high human capital, of race
1, etc.

In this situation, it is straightforward to see that the advertiser will categorize as
follows. Place (1,1,1)'s and (1,0,1)'s in one category; (1,1,0)'s and (1,0,0)'s in the
second category; and all (0, ; )'s in the third category.
There are several interesting things to note about this categorization. First,
race is ignored in the categorization. That is, assignments to categories would be
the same if that attribute were eliminated from the example completely. This is
due to the very small number of consumers that have race attribute equal to zero.
Advertisers don't nd it useful, with limited resources, to distinguish consumers
based on this attribute. If instead, the advertiser had ve categories, the optimal
sorting would involve some differentiation based on race. This previews a discussion of the endogeneity of the number of categories, which is something that we
return to in Section 7.
Second, the interpretation of the model is quite different here from the cognitive discussion in the previous examples. Here, the advertiser not only sees all of
the attributes; but might also be fully cognizant of them and able to understand
and process them. It is the limitation in available advertisements that leads to the

categorization. This is in contrast to the earlier examples where the potential employer observed all attributes, but because of limited cognitive abilities stored and
processed the information in a boundedly rational fashion.
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A Model of Categorization
A. T HE BASIC B UILDING B LOCKS

Categories
C = fC1 ; : : : ;Cn g is a nite set of categories. These categories can be thought
of as “ le folders” in our decision maker's brain that will be useful for the storing of information. While the reasons behind the use of categories are not yet
completely understood, there are theories based on the ef ciency of storage and
retrieval of information (much like the organizing of a le system on a computer)
as well as speed in being able to react.9 Effectively, this is a bounded rationality
story in which there are both costs to storing details of past interactions and delays in activating stored information based on how nely it is stored. We take the
number of categories as given and discuss endogenizing this number in Section 6.
Objects
O is the nite set of objects that are to be sorted or encountered.10 These
will generally be the agents with whom our decision maker might interact, such
as the workers they may hire or have hired if they are an employer. We should
emphasize that an object is not simply a physical object, but is in effect a particular
experience or view of an interaction. Thus, a number of different interactions
with the same person under different circumstances would be viewed as different
objects. Further, an object might also be a vicarious interaction, such as viewing
a movie or a news report, rather than a direct personal interaction.
Attributes
9 Rosch

(1978) is perhaps the most precise. She argues that humans are searching for “cognitive ef ciency” by minimizing the variation in attributes within each category for a xed set of
categories.
10 Generally, a decision maker will have had a nite set of experiences. We can allow the set of
potentially encountered objects to be in nite without any complication, but need to be careful in
de ning variances in situations with in nite sets of experiences.

There is a nite set of attributes. Let m be the number of attributes. Attributes
are the easily identi ed traits that may be possessed by an object.11 These might
be race, sex, hair color, nationality, education level, which schools they attended,
their grades, age, where someone lives, the pitch of their voice, etc. Different
attributes might be observable in different situations. If I meet someone in a cocktail party I might see some easily observed attributes, and not observe some such
as their grades, work experience, etc. In contrast, if I am interviewing them for a
job, I may observe their transcripts and resume, but may not know whether they
are married or like to bike ride. For simplicity in our modeling, we assume that
each object has the same set of observable attributes, but the model is very easily
altered to allow for the more general case.12
Let θ : O ! f0; 1gm denote the function, written as (θ 1 (o); : : : ; θ m (o)), which
describes the attributes that each object has.13 For instance θ k (o) = 1 means that
object o has attribute k. More generally, θ k (o) = :7 would indicate that object o
has some intensity (.7) of attribute k. If, for instance, the attribute is “blond,” then
this might be a measure of “how blond” the person's hair is. For some attributes
it might be that θ k (o) 2 f0; 1g (for instance gender), but for others the possession
of an attribute might lie between 0 and 1. There are some attributes that come in
many avors, such as race or ethnicity. These can simply be coded by having a
dimension for each race. Then if a person is coded as having a 1 in the attribute
“Black,” they would get a 0 in the attribute “Asian.” This also allows for the
coding of mixed races, etc.14
11 In

the psychology literature the term attributes often refers to the association of a given category with a series of different possible behaviors or other characteristics (Hamilton and Sherman,
1994; Hamilton, Sherman, and Ruvolo, 1990; Stangor and Ford, 1992; and Stangor and Lange,
1994). Here we separate readily identi able attributes used in rst activating a category, like
“beakn”“wings,”etc., with those things such as characteristics or behaviors that we might try to
predict, like, “is dif cult to catch,”“is frightened of cats,”etc. This distinction is somewhat arti cial, but will be very useful from our perspective.
12 Simply extend the range of the θ function, de ned below, to have a 0
/ possibility on various
dimensions that mean that the dimension is not observed. In terms of sorting, there are many
different ways to treat unobserved dimensions - simply ignoring them works, as well as imputing
some average value, or trying to estimate them based on past correlations with other dimensions.
13 Of course, the range of θ can be easily extended to the continuum [0; 1] :
14 One way to handle relative differences in importance without altering our model is simply
to code important attributes a number of times. So, for instance, in our leading example, if we
code a vector of attributes as (race, human capital, human capital, human capital), then the type
of a black-high becomes (0,1,1,1). Here race becomes relatively less important in the optimal
categorization. What this might miss is the context-dependence of attributes (see, for instance,
Fiske (1993)).

Categorization
The basic building blocks above are simply descriptions of objects. Once an
object is encountered, then it is stored in memory by assigning it to a category.
For simplicity, we will assume that each object is assigned to just one category,
although we realize that in some settings this is with some loss of generality.
Let f : O ! C denote the function that keeps track of the assignment of each
object to a category, where f (o) = Ci means that object o has been assigned to
category Ci . This is how objects are stored in the decision maker's memory.
Prototypes
Given some set of objects that have been categorized, O; and a categorization f , the decision-maker will nd it useful to capture the essence of a category
through a prototype. This is essentially a representative object. Prototype theory
(Posner and Keele, 1968, and Reed, 1972) was designed to show that people create a representation of a category's central tendency in the form of a prototype.
A prototype, according to this view, is judged to be prototypical of a category “in
proportion to the extent to which it has family resemblance to, or shows overlapping attributes with, other objects in the category” (e.g. robin shares the highest
number of features with other birds). More generally, a prototype for a category
might also be developed in other ways, for instance through some statistic other
than mode, such as min if the decision maker cares about worst case scenarios.
A very natural prototype of some category is simply the average across attribute
vectors of objects in the category.15
For some group of objects O let the mean attribute vector be given by
θ (O) =

∑o2O θ (o)
:
#fOg

(1)

Let us emphasize that θ (O) is a vector: the average of the attribute vectors of
all the objects in O. The mean of a category Ci under a categorization f is then
simply
f
θ (Ci ) = θ (fo : f (o) = Ci g):
(2)
15 In

our model, we are careful to use the term “prototype” for the representative of a category,
rather than the term “stereotype”. There is evidence that individuals can identify a “stereotype” for
a given vector of attributes that will be common to other individuals, even without having that as
their own belief. So, a stereotype might be thought of as knowing something about other people's
categorizations and prototypes. See Hilton and Von Hippell (1996).

f

For now, let us think of θ (Ci ) as being the prototype for category Ci , although
this is not essential in what follows.
Prediction
Now let us suppose that the decision maker faces an object and must choose
an action from a set of actions A. One can think of the object as a worker, and
the decision is whether or not to hire the worker. Let us also suppose that the
decision maker has experienced some of the actions with past objects and has a
categorization of past experiences in place.
De ne U(a; θ ) as the utility that the decision maker obtains from using action
a against an object with attributes θ . When confronted with object o, the decision
maker's mind calls up some category f (o). This might be done by comparing
the given object's attributes to the prototypes of different categories until a closest
match is found. There is substantial experimental evidence that when faced with
an object or person, a person's brain “automatically” activates a category that,
according to some metric, best matches the given object (and at times context) in
question.16 Then the expected utility of taking action a when faced with object o
is
EU(a; o) = U(a; θ ( f (o)):
(3)
The decision maker calls upon past experiences as a guide for predicting future
payoffs in a boundedly rational manner. The decision maker views an object only
through the prototype of the category that the object is identi ed with.17
Measuring Variation
16 For

example, see Allport (1954), Bargh (1994, 1997, 1999) for views on the automaticity of
categorical thinking, and Dovidio et. al. (1986) for some of the experimental evidence. Note that
under automaticity subjects are often not even aware of the process, much less the biases that are
inherent in it. The precise process by which such matching is made is not completely understood
at present based on what we have seen in the psychology literature. For example, see Sternberg
and Ben-Zeev (2001), Chapter 3.
17 One can nd many alternative methods for making predictions for a given categorization.
An alternative to what we propose is an adaptation of case-based decision theory, developed by
Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001), to the categorical model. To see this, let a function s : O ! O keep
track of how similar two objects are. An example of a similarity function might be 1 minus the
distance between the attributes of the objects: s(o; o0 ) = 1 d(θ (o); θ (o0 )). A prediction, then, for
what utility one might expect from action a against object o can be made based on: EU(a; o) =
∑o0 2 f new (o) s(o; o0 )U(a; θ (o0 )). See also Jehiel (2005) for another approach, based on analogies in
the context of game-theoretic decisions.

Let us begin with an initial set of objects that our decision maker has interacted
with in the past, O. The decision maker has categorized these according to some
f . In some situations it will be useful for us to think about an “optimal” method of
categorization. There are many possible ways to do this, and we pick an obvious
one. We de ne an optimal categorization as categorizing past objects in a way to
minimize the total sum (across objects) of within-category variance. 18 In order
to do this, we need to be explicit about how variation is measured.
First, let d be some measure of the distance between two vectors of attributes.
It can make a difference how one keeps track of the distance between two attribute
vectors. In some situations, it will be easy, natural, and salient to use the “cityblock” metric (`1 norm). That is, when comparing two vectors, one simply looks
at how far apart they are on each dimension and then adds up across dimensions.
Another natural measure of distance would be the Euclidean metric which measures the magnitude of the vector difference. It has been argued for some time
that when the attributes of objects are obvious or separable, spatial or geometric
models should be constructed using the city-block metric rather than a Euclidean
metric (Arabie, 1991; Attneave, 1950; Householder and Landahl, 1945; Shephard,
1987; Torgerson, 1958). As will be clear, this choice will not have much impact
on our results. Unless indicated otherwise, we stick with the city-block metric as
it simpli es the analysis.
Let the variation of a group of objects simply be the total sum of distances
from the mean:
(4)
Var(O) = ∑ d θ (o); θ (O) ;
o2O

The total sum of within category variance under a categorization f is then simply
summing the variation across the categories of objects:
Var( f ; O) =

∑ Var(fo : f (o) 2 Cig):

(5)

Ci 2C

An optimal categorization function relative to O is a categorization f that minimizes Var( f ; O).19
18 There

is evidence that the storage of information and the categorization structure is quite
different in young children during their “developmental stages” than when they are adults (see
Hayne, 1996, and Quinn and Eimas, 1996). While understanding the development of categories
is an important question, we focus on the “end” categorization under the presumption that it has
been constructed in some approximately ef cient manner.
19 There may be multiple solutions to this problem, but there is always at least one for any nite
set of objects.

When is Expected Utility Maximization Equivalent to Variance Minimization?
Let us comment on why minimizing the variance is a sensible objective, and
how this relates to expected utility maximization.
A possible goal of the decision maker is to use their categorization to form
accurate predictions for expected future interactions. A best guess at the distribution of future interactions is based on the frequency of past interactions. Similar
to Example 2, let an attribute k be relevant for a decision with probability pk and
let Vk denote the marginal utility bene t of a correct (versus incorrect) prediction.
A categorization f ; which maximizes expected utility is then a solution to the
problem20
max ∑ ∑ pkVk 1 d θ k (o) ; θ k ( f (o))
f

o

k

Without loss of generality, let us code the attributes so that the pkVk are similar across k: This can be done by coding attributes a number of times that is
proportional to this weighted utility. For instance, if pkVk is twice as high for one
attribute versus another, then we can include two entries of this attribute in our
vectors for each coding of the other attribute. Once this is done, then the above
maximization problem is equivalent to the minimization problem
min ∑ ∑ d θ k (o) ; θ k ( f (o)) ;
f

o

k

which is precisely our objective function.

4

A Categorization Theorem

We work with situations where there are fewer categories than types. This rules
out the degenerate case where each type of object gets its own category. When
faced with a limited number of categories, a decision maker will be forced to
assign some different types of objects into the same category. The question of
which types end up grouped together has important implications, as we have already seen in the examples in Section 2. In those examples, we saw that it was the
20 Here

we allow the decision maker to provide a prediction of θ k ( f (o)) that is between 0 and
1, and the “correctness” of the prediction is how close this is to the true value, and the utility is
derived as a function of this distance. One could also require a 0 or 1 prediction, which would lead
to a different expression.

smallest groups of types that were categorized together. We can now develop this
idea more generally, and show how the categorization model operates.
Optimal categorizations are sensitive to the number of attributes, the relative
numbers of different types of objects, the number of categories, and other features
of the environment. This makes the general results on a characterization of optimal categorization quite complex. The technical results on optimal categorization
proceed in four parts. First, we prove that objects of the same type are always put
in the same category. Second, we provide a proposition that states necessary and
suf cient conditions for sorting four homogeneous groups of objects into three
categories. Third, we state a theorem that provides a characterization of optimal
categorizations. Our last result provides suf cient conditions for complete segregation of a minority group under a categorization.
Let us begin with a lemma that is important to the analysis.
Lemma 1 Under an optimal categorization, objects of the same type are assigned
to the same category whenever there are at least as many types as categories.21
That is, if θ (o) = θ (o0 ), then fd (o) = fd (o0 ).
Proof. See Appendix
On the surface, this lemma may seem obvious, but it takes a bit of proof.
The dif culty is that grouping objects of the same type together can lead some
categories to be quite full and others much less so. In cases where all categories
contain objects of a variety of types, one could imagine that equalizing size might
help with variance. Lemma 1 shows that this is not the case, and so one can work
with blocks of objects that are all of the same type. This makes the forthcoming
analysis much easier.
Before we present results that help understand optimal categorizations, let us
mention some signi cant hurdles. The rst is a relatively obvious point that implies that simply having more experiences will not necessarily lead to more accurate assessments; a scaling lemma.
A k-fold replication of a set of objects O for some integer k > 1 is a set O0
such that for every θ 2 f0; 1gm
jfo 2 O0 : θ (o) = θ gj = kjfo 2 O : θ (o) = θ gj:
21 In

the case where there are as more categories than types, then some type might occupy more
than one category.

Lemma 2 If O0 is a k-fold replication of O, there are more types of objects than
categories, and f is an optimal categorization for O, then f 0 is an optimal categorization where f 0 (o0 ) = f (o) whenever θ (o0 ) = θ (o).
This tells us that if we scale up a society, an optimal categorization remains
unchanged. The proof is straightforward, and therefore omitted. But even though
it is straightforward, the implications are important. It tells us that simply adding
experiences will not lead to more accurate decision making unless one also increases the number of categories.
The next result shows something which is even more problematic in terms of
characterizing optimal categorizations and understanding decision making in the
face of categorization. The following example shows that increasing the size of
only a single group of objects can actually lead the categorization to shift in a way
such that the group is categorized so that it is further away from its category's
prototype. This, again, makes proving general results optimal categorizations elusive.
Example 4 Enlarging a group can lead to an optimal recategorization that puts
it farther from its prototype
Consider a setting with four different types of objects and two categories.
There are four attributes.
The rst type (type 1) of object has an attribute vector of (0; 0; 0; 0).
The second type (type 2) of object has an attribute vector of (1; 0; 0; 0).
The third type (type 3) of object has an attribute vector of (0; 1; 0; 0).
The fourth type of object has an attribute vector of (0; 1; 1; 1).
Let us begin with the following numbers of objects: 70 of type (0,0,0,0), 160
of type (1,0,0,0), 80 of type (0,1,0,0), and 28 of type (0,1,0,0).
For these numbers, the optimal caterorization is to put objects of types 1 and
2 together in one category, and objects of types 3 and 4 together in the other
category. The objects of type 1 are at a distance of .696 from that categories
prototype.
Now let us increase the number of ojbects of the rst type from 70 to 90, and
keep all other things exactly the same. One would at least hope that since the only
change is an increase in the number of objects of this particular type, that those
objects would bene t, or at least not suffer, under the new optimal categorization.
In particular, one would hope that they would end up categorized in a category
that has them closer to their prototype. This would happen, for instance, if the

optimal categorization did not change, as they would be a larger percentage of
their category than before, thus bringing the prototype closer to themselves.
In contrast, the new optimal categorization makes the objects whose group
has grown worse off! The new optimal categorization is to have objects 1 and 4
together in one category and objects 2 and 3 together in the other category. In
particular, type 1 objects are now at a distance of .712 from their prototype.22
This example shows that as we change the composition of objects, categorizations can change in quite unprectable ways. This means that behavior under
optimal categorizations can be quite volatile. It also shows that there is no hope
to derive a simple characterization of an optimal categorization, and that it will be
impossible to derive simple comparative statics about how a group will be treated
as a person gains more experience with that group.
While such examples mean that optimal categorizations can be quite tricky
to work with, there are still some results we can deduce when we put strong restrictions on relative numbers and attributes of groups. Let us turn to some such
results.
Let us say that a group of objects is homogeneous if all objects have the same
vector of attributes, and heterogeneous otherwise. That is, O is homogeneous if
o 2 O and o0 2 O implies that θ (o) = θ (o0 ). O is heterogeneous if there exist
o 2 O and o0 2 O such that θ (o) 6= θ (o0 ).
Consider four groups of objects O1 , O2 ; O3 ; and O4 with corresponding cardinalities n1 , n2 , n3 ; and n4 : Suppose that we have categorized things so that O1 and
O2 have their own category and O3 and O4 are grouped together. When would we
do better by re-categorizing so that we split up O3 and O4 and instead put O1 and
O2 together? The answer is given in the following proposition.
Let hi j be the number of attributes on which two (possibly heterogeneous)
groups objects Oi and O j differ at all (which may even be 0).

22 The

variation is calculated under the city-block metric and the numbers are as follows. Let
Vi j;k` denote the total variance coming from a categorization where types i and j are in one category and k and ` are in another. And let Vi jk;` denote the total variance coming from a categorization where types i, j, and k are in one category and ` is in its own. With the original numbers these variances are: V12;34 =222, V13;24 =340, V14;23 =227, V123;4 =227, V134;2 =267, V124;3 =271,
V234;1 =279. When the number of type 1 objects increases the new variances are: V12;34 =240,
V13;24 =360, V14;23 =235, V123;4 =252, V134;2 =290, V124;3 =287, V234;1 =279.

Proposition 1 Consider four different homogenous groups of objects O1 , O2 , O3
and O4 , with corresponding cardinalities n1 , n2 , n3 , and n4 .
Var(O3 [ O4 ) > Var(O1 [ O2 )
if and only if
h34

1
1
+
n1 n2

> h12

1
1
+
:
n3 n4

Proof. See Appendix
To paraphrase Proposition 1, suppose that we have four groups of objects and
we want to know which two groups, when put together, will result in the smallest
n n j hi j
total variation. The two groups i and j which minimize nii +n
, are the best ones to
j
put together.
Rather than have O1 and O2 assigned to their own categories and O3 and O4
lumped together, it is better to split up O3 and O4 ; and instead put O1 and O2
together provided:
the sizes of O1 and O2 are relatively small (so, this gives a large

1
n1

+ n12 ) ,

O1 and O2 are fairly similar in their attributes ( h12 is small), and
O3 and O4 are relatively large and so it is optimal to assign them to their
own categories (so n13 + n14 is small).

Let us return to Example 1. Suppose we started with a categorization f where
we assigned black-high and black-low to their own categories and assigned all
whites to the same category. In the notation of the theorem, O1 would be the
black-high types with n1 = 5; O2 would be black-low with n2 = 5; and O3 would
be all white types with n3 = 90, and the splitting of low types into O3 and O4 being
according to the other attribute, human capital. So, O3 is white-high with n3 = 45
1
1
+ 45
,
and O4 is white-low with n4 = 45. Here, since h34 = h12 = 1 and 51 + 15 > 45
then it is optimal to categorize the blacks into one category and separate the whites
into two.
Proposition 1 is useful and transparent, in part, because we are dealing explicitly with homogeneous groups of objects. Our main result, which is stated next,
relaxes this assumption and provides a fuller characterization of optimal categorization.
For an arbitrary (possibly heterogeneous) group of objects Oi , let ni+
k be the
i
number of objects in Oi with θ k (o) = 1, and let nk be the number of objects in
Oi with θ k (o) = 0.
Theorem 1 Consider groups of objects O1 , O2 , : : :, OJ , with J 2, and suppose
that we must combine two of these groups. The two groups that when combined
lead to the lowest total variation summed across these groups are any two that
lead to the smallest factor:
j

j+

nik nk )2
∑k (ni+
k nk
:
ni n j (ni + n j )

(6)

Proof. See the Appendix.
Our results provide some structure for which groups of objects it makes the
most sense to lump together in the same category. This stops far short of providing
a full description of what an optimal categorization looks like. This is a hard
problem.
Yet, taken together, these theoretical results suggest a simple algorithm for
categorical thinking based on applying Theorem 1 iteratively. Start by assigning
groups to different categories until one is faced with more heterogeneous groups
than categories. Then, group together the two that produce the smallest variation
based on the groups currently faced, and continue in this manner until all objects
are sorted. Of course, decision makers will likely want to reoptimize their categories at some point. There are various possibilities for how a decision maker
might act over time, and one possibility is that with some costs of reoptimization, a decision maker might continue down a myopic path of categorization with

periodic reoptimizations. At a basic level, this heuristic algorithm for categorically processing information has deep intuition. It is not clear how optimal the
algorithm will be, or whether more ef cient algorithms exist. It certainly will
be history dependent, which provides another consideration for cognitive-based
discrimination.
Categorization with Equidistant Objects
As the optimal categorization in the general case can be quite complex, we
examine a salient setting that allows us to develop precise results.
Consider a situation where if θ (o) 6= θ (o0 ) and θ (o) 6= θ (o00 ), then d(o; o0 ) =
d(o; o00 ). Thus objects that differ are at the same distance from one another.
We begin by analyzing the following question. Consider an existing categorization f . Suppose that the decision maker is faced with a new group of objects
Onew that are identical and differ from the existing objects. If the new objects
are to be put into a category, without changing the categorization of the existing
objects, which category should they be put into in order to minimize the variance
of the new categorization? The answer is obvious if there is an empty category, so
let us consider a situation where the existing categorization already has objects in
every category.
The answer to this question is the following. Let ni represent the number of
objects already assigned to Ci under the existing categorization f , and Var( f ;Ci )
the variance of objects already assigned to Ci . Let nnew be the number of new
objects.
Proposition 2 In the equidistant world, in order to minimize the variance of a
categorization, without changing the categorization of previous objects f , a new
i )+2nnew
.
group of objects should be placed in the category Ci that maximizes Var(nf i;C
+nnew
This suggests that the new objects should be put into a small group that has
high variance, or essentially a group that has a high ratio of variance to its size.
Proof. See the Appendix.

5

Categorization and Minority Groups

The previous section provided a detailed model of categorization in decision making. We now illustrate it by analyzing categorization in the presence of a “minority” group. This is a development of the example in Section 2, and illustrates

in more detail some of the issues that arise and assumptions that are needed to
conclude something about the categorization of minority groups more generally.
Consider a decision-maker facing a nite set of objects O. For simplicity, we
shall also assume that every type of object has at least one representative in O.
That is, every possible vector of 0's and 1's exists in the population. This is easily
relaxed but leads to complications in the proofs.
Minority Groups
Let us now de ne what a “minority” group is. Consider a set of objects O and
some attribute k with respect to which we are de ning a group. That is, suppose
that we are interested in the group of objects that have attribute θ k (o) = 0.23 This
might be race, or say left-handed individuals.
A group of objects having attribute k = 0 is a minority group of objects in O
if for every θ k 2 f0; 1gm 1 :
#fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 0 and θ

k (o) = θ k g < #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 1 and θ k (o) = θ k g:

The de nition of minority group requires that whatever type of object having
that attribute are in a smaller number in the population than objects with the same
type except for not having that attribute. For instance, let us suppose that there
are three possible attributes, so that the attributes of an object are represented by
vectors (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,1), etc. Moreover, suppose that it is the rst attribute
we are interested in, so we want to check whether the population of objects of
the form (0, , ) is a minority population. The de nition requires that there are
fewer (0,0,0)'s than (1,0,0)'s; fewer (0,1,0)'s than (1,1,0)'s; fewer (0,1,1)'s than
(1,1,1)'s; etc.
A strict minority group of objects in O is such that
max #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 0 and θ
θ

k

k (o) = θ k g < min #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 1 and θ k (o) = θ k g:
θ k

The de nition of strict minority group is even stronger. It means that every
type of object that falls in the minority group has a lower frequency in the population than any type of object that falls in the majority group. Going back to
our example from above, it requires that there are fewer (0,0,0)'s than (1,0,0)'s,
(1,1,0)'s, (1,0,1)'s, and (1,1,1)'s; and the same for (0,1,0) and so forth. This really requires the minority group to have fewer members of every type in a strong
sense.
23 The

de nitions have obvious analogs for a group of objects having attribute θ k = 1.

While the de nition of strict minority group is demanding, keep in mind that
this will be in reference to the set of objects that a given observer will have encountered. In many cases, this set may have strong selection biases, that result in
seeing more objects with certain attributes than with others, as the observer will
generally not be seeing a random selection of objects.
Segregation of Strict Minority Groups
In order to establish a result analogous to that of the example in Section 2 we
need some bounds on the relative frequencies of different types both within the
minority group and across the minority and majority group. For a strict minority
group, let the external ratio of the group be denoted
rE =

size of smallest group of majority objects
;
size of largest group of minority objects

in symbols,
rE =

minθ k #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 1 and θ k(o) = θ kg
:
maxθ k #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 0 and θ k (o) = θ k g

The external ratio keeps track of how large the smallest group of majority objects
(in terms of type) is relative to the largest group of minority objects. This will
always be a number greater than 1 for a strict minority, and gives a rough idea of
the extent to which majority members outnumber minority members.
Let the internal ratio of the group be
rI =
that is,
rI =

size of largest group of minority objects
;
size of smallest group of minority objects

maxθ k #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 0 and θ
minθ k #fo 2 O j θ k (o) = 0 and θ

k (o) = θ k g

k (o) = θ k g

:

This is a similar ratio except that it keeps track of how large the biggest group
of minority objects is compared to the smallest group of minority objects. This
might be thought of as a very rough measure of heterogeneity of the minority
population. If it is close to 1, then the minority group is divided into equally sized
subgroups of every possible type. If this ratio becomes larger then there are some
types that are much more frequent and some that are less frequent in the minority
population. In our discrimination example, the external ratio rE = 45
5 = 9, and the
5
internal ratio rI = 5 = 1.

Corollary 1 Consider a set of objects that are optimally categorized. If a strict
minority group de ned relative to an attribute k has external and internal ratios
that satisfy rE (2 rI ) > 1, and the number of categories n satis es:
1>

number of categories 7
>
number of types
8

1
;
number of types

then minority objects are strictly more coarsely sorted than majority objects; and
in particular
objects are segregated according to attribute k (objects from the minority
group are never placed in a category with any majority objects); and
majority types are perfectly sorted (any two objects from the majority group
that are in the same category must have the same type).
Proof. See Appendix
Corollary 1 provides suf cient conditions for a complete segregation of minority objects from majority ones, and more coarse sorting of the minority group.
The very strong conclusions of this result require very strong conditions. Clearly
we need more categories than the number of majority types, requiring that the
overall ratio of categories to types exceed 12 . To get such a clean sorting we need
even a much higher ratio, approaching 78 . While the proof is fairly complicated,
some of the intuition is already conveyed in the example in Section 2 and the proof
works through the challenges posed by the added dimensions of attributes. Rather
than detail the proof, let us simply outline the role of the different conditions in
the corollary and why they are useful.
First, the strictness of the minority group overcomes the problem that some
less frequent types might be grouped together regardless of the minority/majority
characteristic. Most importantly, depending on the relative frequency in the two
populations, the grouping could take some forms that combine the types from the
groups in different ways so that an unambiguous characterization is no longer possible. Next, the bounds on n play a role as follows. If n is at least 2m , then each
type has its own category so the categorization is degenerate. If n is too small, then
it can be that various majority group types are grouped together as well as minority group types. For instance, it might be that (1,1,1)'s are grouped with (1,1,0)'s,
while under the minorities it is the (0,1,0)'s are grouped with (0,0,0)'s. The comparison of how they are grouped is no longer unambiguous. Interestingly, as n
tends toward 87 2m (the lower bound as m becomes large), minorities are grouped

in fewer and fewer categories, while the majority continues to be perfectly sorted.
There is an interesting implication of this analysis. To the extent that the number
of categories n correlates with some measure of “intelligence” (there is no direct
evidence on this) we would expect agents with lower “intelligence” to be more
likely to think of minorities as homogeneous. Finally, the internal and external
ratios are also important in ensuring that the majority types each are assigned to
their own category, for the same reason as mentioned above.
The condition that there be 87 as many categories as types is one that might
often be violated. The Corollary is merely meant to be suggestive and to give an
idea of how it is that categorization can lead to a different treatment of minority
members. This also shows the tractability of the model of categorization. More
generally, one can expect the categorization to be more ambiguous and complex,
as there are likely to be differences in the types one observes across different
populations. For instance, there are more blacks than whites attending inner-city
public schools in most U.S. cities. Nevertheless, the basic insight that smaller
groups will tend to be more coarsely sorted in some rough sense carries through,
as we can see through applications of Theorem 1.

6

Evidence on Racial Differences in Facial Recognition

There is an impressive literature on racial and ethnic differences in facial recognition.24 The terms “cross-race recognition de cit,” “cross-race effect,” and “ownrace bias” all describe the frequently observed performance de cit of one ethnic
group in recognizing faces of another ethnic group compared with faces of one's
own group (see Sporer 2001 for a detailed review). In other words, “they all look
alike to me” is a reasonable caricature of how members of one group categorize
another.
Own-race bias in the recognition of facial stimuli is observed when two factors, ethnic group of participant and ethnic group of stimulus face, interact significantly in the expected direction. Ideally, the interaction can be presented graphically as a complete crossover. Namely, both ethnic groups recognize members of
their own better than members of other ethnic groups. Figure 2, extracted from
Devine and Malpass 1985, is one such illustration.25
24 We

thank Andrew Postlewaite for suggesting this line of inquiry.
and Brigham (2001) provide a detailed meta-analytic review of the last thirty years

25 Meissner

This data is consistent with predictions of our model to the extent that individuals interact more frequently with members of their own racial group. Our model
of categorization predicts that individuals with more inter-group contact will be
better at distinguishing subtle features about other groups than individuals with
less inter-group contact. There is substantial evidence in this regard (see Sporer
2001, Table 2). As Meissner and Brigham (2001) report:
“Several studies demonstrate that adolescents and children living in
integrated neighborhoods better recognize novel other-race faces than
did those living in segregated neighborhoods.26 ”
An interesting study testing the relationship between contact with other groups
and facial recognition is Li, Dunning, and Malpass (1998). They demonstrate that
white “basketball fans” were superior to white “basketball novices” in recognizing black faces. The idea is that basketball fans watch the National Basketball
Association games on a regular basis, which provides frequent exposure to black
faces, given that a sizeable majority of the players are black. Participants were
of literature investigating the own-race bias in facial recognition. They review 39 research articles
involving the responses of over 5,000 subjects. There are a few studies that fail to nd a cross-race
effect. The overwhelming consensus among social psychologists, however, is that these effects
not only exist, but are quite large (Meissner and Brigham 2001).
26 There have been several studies that replicate this nding (Cross et. al. 1971, Feinman and
Entwisle 1976).

black and white men and women. They were presented with black and white
faces on a video monitor. The subjects were informed that they would be tested
on their ability to recognize the faces viewed. Performance of basketball fans who
were white was indistinguishable from blacks in their ability to recognize black
faces, whereas the white subjects who were not basketball fans performed at a
signi cantly worse level, while there is no such difference in the ability to recognize white faces! In recognizing white faces, there was no difference between
basketball fans and novices.
While this evidence does not prove that our model of categorization is correct,
it is certainly consistent with its predictions. And, the robustness of the conclusions of such studies across subjects and experimental designs over the years
makes it hard to dismiss.

7

Some Further Remarks

Toward a Theory of Identity
Many attributes that an individual possesses are actually actively chosen, especially those that are easily observed such as clothing, hair style, tattoos, etc.
Given that such attributes will be noticed by others, and often play a role in categorization, these choices are important and can provide information and signals
to others. In short, we can view the choice of attributes as a choice of identity, and
it is clear that choosing one's identity is an important economic decision.
Identity has been the subject of a wealth of research in sociology (Goffman,
1963) and psychology (see Ellemers, et. al., 2002, for a review), and a couple
of papers in economics. In particular, a recent paper by Akerlof and Kranton
(2000) shows how individual preferences relating to identity can have important
implications for a wide variety of decisions. The model we have put forth in the
previous sections provides a tool for the study of identity, as we can view identity
as self-categorization.
One obvious way in which the choice of identity might matter, is in signaling.
This brings up a distinction between the questions of “Who am I?” and “Who do
I want others to think I am?”. This is a distinction between self-categorization
and categorization by others; which are both related to identity.27 In terms of
impression management or signaling to others, the choice of attributes might be
viewed as a variation on Spence's (1974) famous signaling model.
27 See

Goffman (1959). We are grateful to Glenn Loury for pointing us to Goffman's work.

Culture and Identity
Consider a stylized community. Each agent decides whether to invest their
time in learning the local language and traditions or computer programming.
Investments in computer programming are valued in the global labor market,
whereas, the local knowledge is only valued in the small local community. Agents
observe each other's investment portfolio, and can calculate the conditional probability of any agent being in the community in the future. Investments in local
knowledge yield a relatively high probability of being in the community in the future, since it is not valued elsewhere, and investments in computer programming
yield a relatively low probability. Agents prefer to interact with those with whom
they know they will have a lasting interaction. One can then envision that agents
are more likely to want to interact or cooperate with others if they observe suf cient investment in local knowledge (i.e. the likelihood of being in the community
in the future is relatively high). Agents face a tension between being successful in
the global labor market and cooperating with their local peers.28
Consider, a three attribute example where the unobserved attribute is one's
willingness to cooperate in repeated play. Assume that the observed attributes
allow the community to calculate the likelihood of any agent being around in
the future. For example, good computer programming skills and a low level of
local knowledge may imply that you are likely to leave the community. Hence,
the community will not cooperate with agents who invest too much in computer
programming or too little in local knowledge. The general point is that when one
is deciding whether or not to invest in a particular identity (albeit “ghetto”, “black
bourgeoisie”, “white yuppie”, etc.) they realize that this investment (in language,
clothing, etc.) will be used by their community to infer the potential payoff from
repeated social interactions with them. This does not depend on any complicated
calculations by the community, but simply categorization of experiences. Thus,
coupling the models of categorization and cultural capital provides an explanation
of why particular attributes are associated with particular communities.
Correlation in Attributes
When individuals choose an identity, “being from the streets,” “being tough,”
or whatever, it is curious why they do not invest in just one attribute that signals
their type. Instead, they seemingly invest in extreme behaviors. For instance,
when choosing to be identi ed with “being tough,” an individual may invest in
tattoos, body piercings, clothing, language, attitude, hair style, and the like, in28 See

Fryer (2002b) for a more elaborate discussion.

stead of just picking one attribute.29 Why? An answer comes directly out of our
model, when there is suf cient heterogeneity in the population of observers.
As an example, suppose there are three decision makers, A, B, and C, who
believe that being tough is associated with directly observable attributes (1,1,0);
(0,1,1); and (1,0,1) respectively, based on their past individual experiences. By
associated we mean that they have some category with a prototype of such a vector, that also is a category where they have seen past “tough” behavior. Given this
variation, if an individual were to choose an identity of (1,1,0), then s/he would
be recognized as “tough” by decision maker A. However, this vector differs in
two attributes from the prototypes of each of B and C. So, it is quite possible that
this may not lead to a “tough” categorization by decision makers B and C. If instead, the person chooses an identity of (1,1,1), while not matching the “tough”
prototype of any single decision maker, the person is within one attribute of the
prototype of each. Thus, we might see attributes becoming linked. Note also,
that this reinforces itself. As more hopeful “toughs” choose (1,1,1), more of these
types will appear and the categorizations will be further skewed.
These examples provide a avor for the types of applications that are likely
to be in uenced by our model of social categorization, but one may think beyond
these to include such things as conformity, gang behavior, and voting.
Endogeneity of Categories
We have treated the set of categories as a given. We know from the developmental literature that this is not true of children (see Hayne, 1996, and Quinn and
Eimas, 1996). More generally, there may still be some exibility in categorization
even as adults. Effectively there is a trade-off between the bene ts that a new
category brings in terms of a ner sorting of experiences, and the cost that a new
category entails in terms of identifying new objects with categories and searching
across a larger number of categories when making predictions.
We simply observe that there will be some interesting non-monotonicities that
pose signi cant challenges for such work, and then leave an analysis of the endogeneity of categories for further research. To see such a non-monotonicity, let us
revisit our leading example once again. Under the sorting with three categories
things are imperfectly sorted in terms of human capital which leads to inef cient
hiring and discrimination. If instead we actually decrease the number of categories to two, the unique optimal categorization is then by human capital level.
That is, with only two categories the optimal sorting is to have all high human
29 This

is casual empiricism. We have no direct evidence of this.

capital types in one category and all low human capital types in the other. This
leads to no discrimination and ef cient hiring.
Salience and Importance of Attributes
In our model all attributes are on an equal footing. It is clear that some attributes are more easily identi ed, that some attributes are more relevant for decision making, that the importance of an attribute can be context-dependent, and
even that the perception of attributes might be biased by an existing categorization
(see Rabin and Shrag (1999)). One way to handle relative differences in importance without altering our model is simply to code important attributes a number
of times. So, for instance, in our leading example, if we code a vector of attributes as (race, human capital, human capital, human capital), then the type of a
black-high becomes (0,1,1,1). Here race becomes relatively less important in the
optimal categorization.
What this might miss is the context-dependence of attributes. For instance,
Fiske (1993) has shown people tend to more nely categorize individuals who
are above them in a hierarchy and more coarsely categorize individuals who are
below them in a hierarchy. To the extent that this actually proxies for relative
numbers of interactions, it is already captured in the model. However, to the
extent that it re ects some relative importance of interactions, it is not directly
accounted for in our model. A way to adapt the model to deal with this is similar to
handling the relative importance of attributes, as we discussed above. Relatively
more important objects can be treated as multiple objects, and more important
objects receive larger weights.
Stereotypes
In our model, we have been careful to use the term “prototype” for the representative of a category, rather than the term “stereotype”.30 There is evidence
that individuals can quite accurately identify a “stereotype” for a given vector of
attributes that will be common to others or possibly even to a cultural history, even
without having that as their own belief.31 While this is a bit beyond our model 30 As

with any term that has been used as much as stereotype or prototype, there are many
working de nitions. We realize that the word “prototype” also has working de nitions that differ
from what we have de ned here. For instance, the term is sometimes used to identify certain
objects as “prototypes” if they seem to t into a category more naturally than other objects.
31 See Hilton and von Hippel (1996) for an overview of some of the literature on stereotyping.
Generally, prototype models are thought of as a particular type of stereotyping, while we are
arguing that stereotypes might best be viewed as a different object than a prototype.

a stereotype might be thought of as knowing something about other people's categorizations and prototypes. While this makes it possible to view stereotypes as
prototypes coming through some indirect or vicarious experiences, it seems to put
them on a different (meta-) level from prototypes and this explains our distinction
in the use of the term.
Testing the Model
While we have paid close attention to the laboratory evidence in constructing our model, it still puts enough pieces together that direct tests of the model
would be of interest. In particular, whether less frequent types of objects are more
coarsely sorted, is something that could be directly tested to see whether such
types of objects have more biased predictions associated with them. We referred
to the large literature on facial recognition in Section 6, which provides substantial
evidence consistent with our model, but more tests are feasible.
In particular, an important implication of our model is not simply that less
frequent types of objects will have less accurate predictions associated with them,
but that they will have biased predictions associated with them. While the facial
literature convincingly documents the relationship between interracial contact and
facial recognition – they do not tests whether a lack of interaction results in individuals reverting to the mean. A way of testing this effect is compare human capital investment decisions by ethnic minorities in different locations where their
percentage of the population varies from minority to majority, holding all else
equal. Of course, there are self-selection issues and endogeneity of population to
location that present signi cant challenges to such an approach.
More indirect testing is also possible. To the extent that there is simply a taste
for discrimination, one might see similar levels of discrimination in, for instance,
whether or not one goes to a restaurant that employs black workers and whether
or not one chooses a black doctor from a medical plan. Our model, would predict
that to the extent that one has fewer experiences with black doctors relative to
black fast-food workers, the behavior might be very different. Further, whereas
a taste-based model would predict that larger numbers of blacks would result in
more discrimination – the categorization model has the opposite prediction. Categorical discrimination can also be distinguished from statistical discrimination
by examining to what extent observable skill levels matter. In our model, discriminating behavior can exist even when skills are observable, while a statistical
discrimination model would not allow for such discrimination.
A New View of Role Models

Allen (1995) reports three different types of in uences of role models: (1)
moral - effects on preferences, perhaps through conformity effects; (2) information - provision of information on the present value of current decisions; and (3)
mentors - resources through which human capital can be augmented. Most research, in economics, is aligned with the informational repercussions of role models.32 In those analyses the role model provides information that similar types
have the ability to succeed at a given task. In particular, it is future emulators
who are learning from the role model. While that may be an important aspect
of a role model, our analysis also provides another new view of a role model:
teaching the decision makers (e.g., employers) and not just the potential emulators. In essence, a black Supreme Court Justice not only shows black children that
blacks can obtain the highest ranking judicial appointment, but just as importantly
it shows this to majority group members as well. Furthermore, because optimal
categorization depends on the frequency of interaction (which comes with visibility and repeated instances), our model makes it easy to understand why Tiger
Woods or the Williams' sisters (as role models) have larger impacts on minority
participation in particular sports than Ken Chenault (CEO of American Express)
or Stanley O'neal (COO of Merrill Lynch) has on minority business majors in
college.
Categorization and Social Policy
Social cognition and categorization are inextricably linked. Because of this,
prejudice and discrimination may be inevitable consequences of our cognitive
processes. The resulting implications for policy makers and academicians interested in, for instance, racial inequality can be complicated.
Given our model, it seems that a critical goal ought to be integrating students
in a potpourri of races and ethnic groups early in life while their categorization
structure is still exible. Given the lack of housing integration among the races
(Massey and Denton, 1993), kids are signi cantly more likely to only interact with
others of their same race. In fact, Fryer and Levitt (forthcoming) report that 35%
of white students attend a kindergarten where there are no black students. Having
suf ciently many minorities in schools with other non-minorities might go a long
way in changing their categorization structures.
The categorization model also provides another pointed prediction. Minority
group members will bene t from congregating together. This is consistent with interesting patterns of segregation by race and income, as documented for instance
32 See

Chung (2000) or Jackson and Kalai (1997).

by Jargowsky and Bane (1991) and Massey and Denton (1993). To understand
this, note that if minorities live in a location with a relatively large minority population or apply to schools, rms, etc., which are more frequented by other minorities, then they are more likely to interact with people with suf ciently many
experiences with minorities so that minorities are more nely sorted in memory.33
Another area in which the effects of categorical cognition could be felt is in the
design and implementation of equal opportunity laws. As it stands, Title VII's disparate treatment model of discrimination is premised on the notion that intergroup
bias is malevolent in origin. Our model, however, shows how discrimination can
arise even when agents have no a priori motivation to do so. Regulating cognitive processes, on the other hand, is an impossible assignment. Krieger (1995)
proposes several solutions and extensions to the current Title VII legislation to
account for this. Most fundamentally, she argues that “courts should reformulate
disparate treatment doctrine to re ect the reality that disparate treatment discrimination can result from things other than discriminatory intent.” To establish liability for disparate treatment discrimination, a Title VII plaintiff would simply
be required to prove that his group membership played a role in causing the employer's action or decision. While these ideas are promising, they have yet to be
investigated in a formal model.

Appendix: Proofs
The following lemmas are useful in the proof of Proposition 1, Theorem 1, and
Corollary 1. We work with the city-block metric and again assume that attributes
take on values in f0; 1g, throughout.
When dealing with objects o and o0 , we write d(o; o0 ) to represent d(θ (o); θ (o0 )).
Lemma 3 For any group of objects O with cardinality n,
Var(O) =

1

d(o; o0 ):
∑ d(θ (o); θ (O)) = n ∑ ∑
0

o2O

o2O o 2O

Proof of Lemma 3:
33 As

the president of a major state university indicated, “the best way to teach students that
not all blacks think alike, is to admit more black students so the other students can see that not all
blacks think alike.”

Write

∑ d(θ (o); θ (O)) = ∑ ∑ d(θ k (o); θ k (O))

o2O

k o2O

Given the fact that θ k (o) 2 f0; 1g for each k and o, we can write
d(θ k (o); θ k (O)) =
Then

1
d(θ k (o); θ k (o0 ))
n
o 2O

∑
0

1
d(θ k (o); θ k (o0 ))
n
o2O o 2O

∑ d(θ (o); θ (O)) = ∑ ∑ ∑
0

o2O

k

which rearranging, leads to required expression.

Lemma 4 Consider any group of objects O with cardinality n and for any attribute k let n+
k = #fo 2 Ojθ k (o) = 1g and let nk = #fo 2 Ojθ k (o) = 0g. Then
Var(O) =

+
2 ∑m
k=1 nk nk
:
n

Proof of Lemma 4: By Lemma 3,
Var(O) =

1
d(o; o0 ):
∑
∑
n o2O o0 2O

Thus, by the additive separability of the city block metric
Var(O) =

∑k ∑o2O ∑o0 2O d(θ k (o); θ k (o0 ))
:
n

The lemma then follows immediately.
Proof of Lemma 1: Consider a group of objects O of cardinality n that are all of
the same type. Suppose that a portion δ 2 [0; 1] of them is in one category and
1 δ in another category. If there are no other types of objects in either category,
then it is straightforward to see that there must be a lower variation categorization,
as we can combine these all into one category, and then split some other group of
objects out of another category that must have at least two types of objects. So, let
us concentrate on the case where at least one of these categories has some other
type(s) of objects in it. The lemma can be established by showing that the sum
of the two categories variation is minimized at either δ = 0 or δ = 1. (Applying

this iteratively then handles the case where a group of objects of the same type is
categorized into more than two categories.)
Denote the categories by C1 and C2 . Let Oi be the set of objects in Ci that
are not in O, ni be cardinality of Oi , and do denote the distance between o and
an object in O. Then for a given choice of δ , by Lemma 3 we can write the total
variation of categories C1 and C2 as
2δ n ∑o2O1 do + ∑o2O1 ∑o0 2O1 d(o; o0 ) 2(1
+
δ n + n1

δ )n ∑o2O2 do + ∑o2O2 ∑o0 2O2 d(o; o0 )
:
(1 δ )n + n2

The derivative of this expression with respect to δ
terms)
2n1 ∑o2O1 do

34

is (after simplifying some

∑o2O1 ∑o0 2O1 d(o; o0 )
(δ n + n1 )2

2n2 ∑o2O2 do ∑o2O2 ∑o0 2O2 d(o; o0 )
n
:
((1 δ )n + n2 )2
(7)
For any o and o0 in Oi , note that by the triangle inequality
d(o; o0 )

do + do0 ;

with strict inequality when o = o0 . This implies (after some rearrangement of
summations, and noting that we will have at least one strict inequality) that if
ni > 0 then
2ni

∑ do ∑ 0∑

o2Oi

o2Oi o 2Oi

d(o; o0 ) > 2ni

∑ do

2

o2Oi

∑ do

= 0:

(8)

o2Oi

From the expression for the derivative in (7), it follows that the second derivative
of the total variation is
2
3
2n1 ∑o2O1 do ∑o2O1 ∑o0 2O d(o;o0 )
1
(δ n + n1 )
(δ n+n1 )3
5:
2n2 4
(9)
2n2 ∑o2O2 do ∑o2O2 ∑o0 2O d(o;o0 )
2
+((1 δ )n + n2 )
((1 δ )n+n )3
2

By the inequality (8), the second derivative is negative whenever at least one of
n1 and n2 is positive (which is true in the case we are examining). This implies
that the total variation is strictly concave in δ , and so the minimum over δ 2 [0; 1]
must then be achieved at an endpoint of the interval.
34 Even

though δ will need to be chosen in multiples of 1=n, we show that the max of this
equation over any δ 2 [0; 1] is achieved when δ is at one of the endpoints.

Given Lemma 1, we can think of the categorization of objects in terms of
which types (θ 's) are assigned to which category. The following lemma is also
useful. Say that two attribute vectors are adjacent if they differ in terms of one
and only one attribute.
Lemma 5 If n > 78 2m , and some majority type does not get its own unique category, then there exist (at least) two minority types that are adjacent to each other
and each get their own category.
Proof of Lemma 5: We use the following fact. If a hypercube has 2x vertices,
then any subset of more than 2x 1 vertices contains at least two that are adjacent.35
If n > 78 2m 1 (collecting the terms 2m 1 + 2m 2 + 2m 3 ), and not every majority item gets its own category, then minority items occupy more than 83 2m categories which have no majority items in them. This means that more than half of
the minority objects are in categories that have only one type of object in it. The
lemma then follows from the fact mentioned above.
Now, let us return to the proof of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, which follow
from the following characterization.
Given a group of objects O j , let n j denote its cardinality; and for an attribute
j+
j
k let nk and nk be the number of objects in O j with θ k = 1 and θ k = 0, respectively, as de ned in the proof of Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 1: It is suf cient to show that
Var(OA [ OB ) +Var(OC ) +Var(OD ) > Var(OC [ OD ) +Var(OA ) +Var(OB )

holds if and only if

D
B
2
2
nAk nB+
nCk nD+
∑k (nA+
∑k (nC+
k nk
k )
k nk
k )
>
:
nA nB (nA + nB )
nC nD (nC + nD )

(10)

Lemma 4 implies that this boils down to showing that
A
B
C
D
B+
2 ∑k (nA+
2 ∑k (nC+
2 ∑k (nD+
k + nk )(nk + nk )
k )(nk )
k )(nk )
+
+
>(11)
nA + nB
nC
nD
C
D
A
B
D+
2 ∑k (nC+
2 ∑k (nA+
2 ∑k (nB+
k + nk )(nk + nk )
k )(nk )
k )(nk )
+
+
:
nC + nD
nA
nB
35 It

2x 1

is easily checked that this bound is tight - that is, one can always nd a subset of exactly
vertices such that no two are adjacent.

Cross multiplication, some cancelling of terms, and factoring allows us to rewrite
(11) as (10).
Proof of Proposition 1: This follows directly from Theorem 1 noting that for h12
of the k's that
2
2
(nk1+ n2k
n1k n1+
k ) = (n1 n2 ) ;
and the for remaining k's this is 0. Similarly for groups O3 and O4 . (6) then
simpli es to
1
1
1
1
h34
+
> h12
+
;
n1 n2
n3 n4
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 2: As shown in Lemma 3
Var(O) =

1

d(o; o0 ):
∑ d(θ (o); θ (O)) = n ∑ ∑
0

o2O

o2O o 2O

Given the equidistance we can consider a case where d(o; o0 ) = 1 whenever θ (o) 6=
θ (o0 ). Thus, if the new objects are added to category Oi , the change in variance
will be
2nnew ni
ni
+Var( f ;Ci )
Var( f ;Ci ):
ni + nnew
nnew + ni
We rewrite this as
(2ni

Var( f ;Ci )) nnew
=2
ni + nnew

Var( f ;Ci ) + 2nnew
ni + nnew

The proposition follows directly.
Proof of Corollary 1 : We establish the theorem by showing that each of the
majority types gets its own unique category. That is, if θ k (o) = 1 and fd (o) =
fd (o0 ), then θ (o) = θ (o0 ).
Consider some f such that θ k (o) = 1 and f (o) = f (o0 ), and yet θ (o) 6= θ (o0 ).
We need only show that such an f is not a solution to fd (o) = fd (o0 ).
By Lemmas 1 and 5, if some majority type does not get its own category we
know that there are at least two adjacent minority types that are assigned to their
own categories. Let the types of the two adjacent minority types be denoted θ 1 and
θ 2 , and the majority type be θ 3 , and denote the corresponding groups of objects
by O1 , O2 , and O3 with corresponding cardinalities n1 , n2 , and n3 . Let O4 be set

of the remaining objects that are in the same category as O3 . By the adjacency of
O1 and O2 , by Theorem ??, it is enough to show that
1
1
1
1
+ >
+ ;
n1 n2 nA nB
where nA and nB correspond to a balanced splitting of O3 [ O4 . Note that by the
de nition of balanced splitting it follows that
1
1
+
nA nB

1
1
+ :
n3 n4

Thus, we need to show that
1
1
1
1
+ > + :
n1 n2 n3 n4
Without loss of generality, assume that n1 n2 . Then it is suf cient to check
that
2
1
1
> + ;
n1 n3 n4
or
2n3 n3
> 1:
n1
n4
Noting that nn13 > rE , and nn34 < rE rI then leads to inequality.
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